GEORGE III AND THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION         I0g
England in the following year.    The authority of the Vice-
Admiralty Courts, which had already aroused considerable
discontent because of their independence of colonial control, Act
was enlarged,  and  a new  Vice-Admiralty  Court  for  all
America was created.    The Molasses Act, which was about and modifies
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to expire, was renewed, but the duty was reduced to 30. per Act.
gallon. Fresh duties were placed on coffee, white sugar
and indigo. The reduction of the Molasses Duty was
specially significant in that it marked the beginning of a
change in the purpose of colonial customs. Hitherto
colonial duties had created little revenue for the English
Treasury, but had been levied with the object of directing
colonial trade into channels favourable to English merchants
and shipping interests. Now, the reduction of the duty
showed a readiness to relax trade restraint in order to
produce more revenue.
In 1765 the Stamp Act was passed.1 A Stamp Tax was to Jj)« stamp
be levied on legal and commercial documents,, on newspapers-,-
pamphlets, cards and dice to produce .£60,000 or £100,000
for the English "Treasury. These proceeds were to be applied
to colonial defence. On the one hand, it was easy to urge
the justice of the colonies contributing to their own defence,
for this would make only a small proportion of its cost.
On the other hand, the tax had no reference whatever to
restraint of trade, but was an imposition definitely for
revenue purposes. Further, this was the first levy of direct
taxation made by England in America, and even in England
direct taxation was slight,2 whilst in the colonies *' practically
no American man had ever paid regular taxes in aid of his
provincial government, much less ever paid or been called
upon to pay imperial taxes/'3
Opposition was quickly organised in  America,  and a
Stamp Act Congress, to which nine of the thirteen colonies in
sent representatives,  was convened.   There were disturb- coomes
1	See Grant-Robertson, Select Statutes, p. 239.
2	In the middle of the eighteenth century, the Land Tax—the
chief direct tax—contributed only one-sixth of the total revenue,
whilst customs produced one-quarter and excise one-half.     Clark,
British Opinion and the Amer. RevoL, p. 123.
3	Belcher, First Amer. Civil War, vol. i, p. 10,

